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Abstract:The purpose of this paper is to design a good tracking controller for the generator automatic voltage regulator

(AVR) system. It uses an iterative learning control (ILC) algorithm as a control rule and tries to keep voltage error as

low as possible, while replying to set point changes as fast as possible. Two models of ILC are discussed: P-type learning

and linear quadratic (LQ) optimal design. The results of designing by LQ optimal method are compared with a Ziegler–

Nichols proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. The effects of changing different parameters are investigated

and illustrated by simulation. In order to provide better robustness for the design, a PID-ILC parallel structure is

designed and simulated under system parameter changes.
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1. Introduction

Iterative learning control (ILC) is a relatively new control method that was mainly introduced to improve the

performance of processes that are repeated periodically over and over. It is used when a precise trajectory

tracking is needed, for instance in robotics [1–6], glycemic control in diabetes mellitus [7], hard disk position

control [8], iterative system identification [9], human learning behavior [10–12], industrial processes [13–16],

electropneumatic servo systems [17], injection molding processes, food production facilities, robotic assembly

lines, chemical batch reactors [18], and even for density control of freeway traffic flow [19]. The idea of the

ILC algorithm was first introduced by Arimoto et al. in 1984 [20]. The idea was to use the previous iteration

data to improve the current iteration process. In other words, it uses the previous iteration control signal and

error signal and tries to make a better control signal for the next iteration, and it keeps the error of the next

iteration as low as possible the whole time. It can be shown that if some certain conditions are met, after several

iterations the tracking error in every moment will tend to zero. This is a fundamental difference between this

algorithm and conventional controllers such as the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. By PID

controller, error will tend to zero in a steady state. However, in ILC, if we have a precise model of the plant,

we can design the algorithm such that the error will be zero from the beginning (after one sample). In other

words, ILC makes both steady state error and transient error (or overshoot) zero. This property is called perfect

tracking [3]. For this reason, several algorithms of ILC were developed for applications of precision motion and

tracking control. Many researchers have worked on different algorithms and have shown new applications of it

(for a brief history, see [1]).

Since in a generator, when a voltage drop (or rise) occurs, it is necessary to regulate the voltage quickly
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and precisely, it seems that ILC can be a good choice as an automatic voltage regulator (AVR) control law.

The results of simulations prove this.

There may be an argument as to why ILC is used on an AVR system, which does not seem a repetitive

process. Applications of ILC in nonrepetitive processes have already been addressed in works such as [21–26].

In our case, since the load usually has a periodic daily or weekly manner, with a fraction of nonperiodic changes,

its profile can be used in the ILC problem to generate an optimum signal for 24 h of a day. However, in case the

load changes, the stored ILC control signal can be changed proportionally to the load changes and a fraction

of the previous control signal is applied to the plant by the intelligent computer controller. In order to have

better robustness, a PID controller is added in parallel to ILC at the end of study.

Since we use a software model of a real AVR plant, we can run it as much as we wish. After then designing

the ILC, it can be tested on a real system. This means that in some plants that are not repetitive, an offline

repetitive design can be done for their approximate models and, after convergence, it can be tested on a real

system for verifying its functionality and minor adjustments. Here, an offline method is used to design the ILC.

It is considered that the approximate system model is available and one can run the ILC algorithm offline as

much as needed until reaching convergence. This is mainly because in practice one is not allowed to run an

algorithm on the real plant for many repetitions because of security issues related to the possible divergence of

the control action and the high price of such an action. After convergence in an offline simulation, the achieved

signal can be tested on the real plant and adjusted for minor changes between the real system and its modeling.

However, in the case of parameter changes in system, a periodic system identification method should be used to

identify new system parameters and change the ILC settings consequently. This is similar to adaptive control

methods.

This paper is organized as follows: the ILC problem definition and some related theorems are presented

in Section 2. The AVR and the plant model are then introduced in Section 3. Simulation results are shown

in Section 4 and are compared with a Ziegler–Nichols PID, and the effect of varying different parameters are

discussed. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. ILC algorithm

The main ILC algorithm was invented for discrete systems. A discrete model is also used here to describe the

plant:

Yj = PUj + d (1)

where

Yj =

 yj (1)
...

yj (N)

 , Uj =

 uj (0)
...

uj (N − 1)

 d =

 d(0)
...

d(N − 1)

 (2)

This is called the lifted system representation. yj (k) shows the output in iteration j and the k th sample.

uj (k) is the input to the system, d is disturbance, and P is the static map that maps input U to output Y. It

can be shown that P is a matrix of the Markov parameters of the system [27]:

P =


CB 0 · · ·
CAB CB 0

...
...

. . .

CAN−1B CAN−2B · · ·

0
...
0

CB

 (3)
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where A, B, and C are the main system describing matrices:{
Xj (k + 1) = AXj (k) +BUj (k)

Yj (k) = CXj (k) + d
k ∈ [0, N ] (4)

Markov parameters can also be obtained from the impulse response of the plant. The ILC update law is defined

as below:

Uj+1 = LuUj + LeEj (5)

where

Ej = Yd − Yj (6)

Lu and Le are called learning gain matrices. Yd is the desired trajectory. If we choose learning gains properly,

the algorithm will converge. This is stated in the following theorem. A schematic of the ILC controller is shown

in Figure 1.

Theorem 1 For the plant and ILC update law below:{
Yj = PUj + d
Uj+1 = LuUj + LeEj

(7)

if

(λj(Lu − Le.P )) < 1 (8)

the algorithm asymptotically converges, and the control and error vector will converge to fixed vectors U∞ and

E∞ such that [28]:

 U

   E

 Uj+1

j

j

Memory Memory

Plant Dynamics

ILC

Figure 1. ILC controller.

{
U∞ = (I − Lu + LeP )−1LeYd

E∞ = (I − P
(
I − Lu + LeP )−1Le

)
Yd

(9)

Note that if Lu = I , the error will converge to zero. If we then choose Le as a diagonal matrix like this:

Le =


γ 0 · · · 0
0 γ · · · 0
...

. . .

0 0 · · · γ

 (10)
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the convergence conditions will be simply:

|1− p0.γ| < 1 (11)

where p0 = CB is the first Markov parameter. This is a simple way of designing an ILC controller, which is

called P-type learning [29,30]. The only thing we need from the plant is one parameter (p0), but the problem

is that in many plants the first Markov parameter is zero and so this method does not guarantee convergence.

The solution is choosing other methods. The following theorem helps to solve this problem.

Theorem 2 Suppose the following cost function:

Jj+1 = ET
j+1QEj+1 + UT

j+1RUj+1 + δUT
j+1SδUj+1 (12)

where δUj+1 = Uj+1 − Uj and Q , R , and S are positive semidefinite weighing matrices. The Lu and Le

matrices that make this cost function minimum are then:{
Lu = (PTQP +R+ S)−1

(
PTQP + S

)
Le = (PTQP +R+ S)−1PTQ

(13)

and error will monotonically asymptotically converge to:

E∞ = (I − P
(
PTQP +R)−1PTQ

)
(Yd − d) (14)

This is the basis of the linear quadratic (LQ) optimal design of ILC. The role of Q matrix is weighing error. It

will cause the error to be low enough. R is a weighting matrix that makes the control signal of ILC low so that

saturation does not happen. The S matrix ensures that we have a smooth change between iterations and, as a

result, big peaks in error do not occur. In fact, S is related to the convergence speed.

It should be noted that in P-type learning, there is no need for system identification and only the bond

of the first Markov parameter is sufficient. After running, the algorithm learns the dynamics of the plant and

adjusts the control signal. This may seem to be a benefit because of its simplicity, but on the other hand, since

monotonic convergence is not guaranteed, there may be large transients before convergence [29]. It may also

require much iteration to converge. LQ optimal design, on the other hand, requires system identification, but

it has a monotonic convergence and usually has faster convergence. The system identification methods can be

used in order to obtain the P matrix.

In this paper, LQ optimal design is used for designing ILC and the effects of different factors on

performance will be discussed in Section 4.

3. AVR system

In a generator, it is necessary to keep the output voltage as constant as possible. There are many disturbances

in a power system, like temperature rise, speed change, load change, and power factor change, which all affect

the voltage level of the generator [31]. It is thus necessary to keep the voltage level constant.

In response to active power changes, the input fuel to the turbine (steam, water) must be increased to

match the demanded power, or else the frequency of the network decreases. This can be done automatically

by a system called automatic generation control. In addition to this, variation in reactive power may change

the voltage level. The exciter should thus be regulated in order to match the voltage drop (or rise). There
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must be a voltage regulator device in order to adjust the voltage according to the new conditions. The voltage

regulator can be controlled automatically or manually by tap-changing switches, a variable autotransformer,

and an induction regulator [32]. When controlling manually, an operator reads the voltage with a voltmeter

and decides what to do, but it is not always possible, especially in modern large networks. The AVR system is

designed for this purpose. The main duty of AVR in a power plant is to maintain generator voltage automatically

[20], which affects the security of the system. As discussed in [32], in general there are 3 important tasks for

AVR system:

1. Better voltage regulation,

2. Stability improvement,

3. Reduction of overvoltage on loss of load.

The AVR circuit senses voltage changes and automatically adjusts the exciter field in order to cope with

new conditions by changing its output, which is a set point for the plant.

The model used here is a linear synchronous generator that consists of 4 main parts: amplifier, exciter,

generator, and sensors, as presented in [31].

Amplifier: Has a simple first order model like this:

VR(s)

Ve(s)
=

KA

1+τAs
(15)

with KA ranging from 10 to 400 and τA ranging from 0.02 to 0.1 s.

Exciter: Proposed as:

VF (s)

VR(s)
=

KE

1+τEs
(16)

with KE ranging from 10 to 400 and τE ranging from 0.5 to 0.1 s.

Generator: The model is considered as:

Vt(s)

VF (s)
=

KG

1+τGs
(17)

with KG ranging between 0.7 and 1.0 and τG from 1.0 to 2.0 s (full load and no load).

Sensors: Sensors have a fast first-order dynamic compared to the system time constants and are neglected

here.

For the AVR controller, we can use classic controllers like the PID or other methods. Several papers

have used new methods for doing so and have obtained better results, such as [32]. In this paper, we use ILC

and suppose that the control signal is saved in the AVR circuits and that each time the AVR senses a voltage

change, it uses a multiplication of the stored signal proportional to the error that occurs. A schematic of the

AVR system is shown in Figure 2.

The following ILC controller is designed for this system and then design parameters are changed to show

the effects of them on the performance.
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4. Simulation

The model that is considered for the simulation is shown in Figure 2. First, a Ziegler–Nichols PID is designed

and implemented in the model as a controller [33]. An ILC controller will then be designed. We investigate

the effect of changing these parameters in the performance: Q, R, and set point change (in a constant pattern).

Simulation results for each of them are presented to observe the effect.

4.1. Comparison with PID

A PID controller is designed and applied to the plant. The parameters for PID are: Kp = 1.14, Ti = 0.5, Td =

0.125 with an extra far pole for the derivative term in S = −100, as a filter, to avoid noise amplification and

the sudden kicking of derivative action in the case of set point changes. The ILC algorithm is then applied with

Q = R = S = I . Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the results. The output settles down in about 0.5 s, while for the

PID this time is about 2.5 s. The overshoot of the ILC output is lower than that of the PID, with lower control

signal overshoot. This performance is also comparable to the improved PID methods, such as particle swarm

optimization (PSO) design of a PID for the AVR system in [34]. In that work, Gaing designed a PSO-PID for

the AVR system and the optimized system had a settling down time of about 0.4–0.5 s.
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Figure 2. AVR system.
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4.2. Effect of changing Q

In this simulation, Q = q. I is changed 3 times: q = 1, 10, 100. As is seen in Figures 6 and 7, the speed of the

output increases as q increases, but overshoot in output and control signal increases, too. This is because the

weight of the error is increased such that total error in one period must decrease and the process speeds up. It

can be concluded that Q regulates the speed of output, but at the price of higher overshoot.

4.3. Effect of changing R

We suppose that R = rI and change r = 1, 10, 100. It is observed that with higher R , output is slower and

overshoots in both output and control signals reduce (Figures 8 and 9).

Thus, by changing R, we can adjust the control signal overshoot by the adverse effect of slowing down

the process.
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4.4. Effect of changing the set point

If it is known that in a certain time the set point changes in every cycle of working, the ILC can improve the

tracking problem dramatically. Even without knowing the exact time, since the plant is linear, when a sudden

set point change occurs we can apply a multiplication of the control signal that is obtained for the unit step

(proportional to the set point change). The results for a set point change are shown in Figures 10 and 11. As

is seen, the ILC acts much better than the standard PID, while having a lower overshoot than the PID. As

mentioned before, in general the ILC algorithm responds very well to set point changes and disturbances that

are repeated in every period. However, in the case of unpredictable set point changes or varying disturbances,

it is better to use it with another controller like the PID to achieve better performance.

4.5. Using ILC in parallel with PID

One way to provide the ILC with better robustness is to use it with a PID controller either in series or in parallel

[29]. Since the PID usually has good robustness and the ILC has good performance, it is expected that their

combination has both good robustness and performance. Here a parallel PID-ILC combination is used to study

the robustness of the response against system parameter changes, as shown in Figure 10. In this configuration,

a conventional ZN-PID is designed for the loop. The ILC is then designed and its control signal is added to

that of the PID.

First the system is simulated under normal conditions with no parameter changes in the system. The

comparison of the simulation results are given in Figure 11. It is seen that both the ILC and PID-ILC act well

in this situation.
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Figure 9. Control effort for r = 0.1, 1, 10. Figure 10. Parallel PID-ILC configuration.

The system is then simulated with 10% typical change in generator parameters (gain is set to 1.1 and

time constant is changed to 0.9). It is supposed that the ILC is not trained again for learning the new system

dynamics and its control signal is applied with no change. The results are shown in Figure 12. As is shown,

the PID-ILC configuration has the best response. This is because of the nature of the PID included in the

controller, which gives better robustness to the plant.
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tion.

5. Conclusion

The definition of ILC was stated and some theorems relating to the design of the ILC controller were proposed.

A linear AVR model was then considered and simulations were done. The effectiveness of the ILC was shown
by simulation and compared with a standard PID. The effect of the important parameters in designing an

ILC controller were simulated and discussed, such as R, Q, and set point change. Finally, a parallel PID-ILC

structure was used to give better robustness for control action. It was shown that for good design and acceptable

performance, there is a compromise between these parameters that a designer with good insight and experience

can handle.
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